SABCCI SHOW
30TH OCTOBER 2022
MRS SANDRA MOORE
Many thanks to show manager Gloria and of course Carmel for the invitation
to this Southern Irish show on the outskirts of Dublin, and to all the many back
room boys and girls who worked tirelessly throughout the busy day making
sure everything ran smoothly and lovely to catch up with Rowena Murphy too.
Dr Chris Coyles was the perfect steward and such a great companion on our
busy day, we were assisted by Anna Chrapala, who was learning the ropes so
to speak she proved to be extremely helpful, and both were kindness itself to
me and the cats. I have to confess I had my ‘kind’ hat on in some instances
but for all the right reasons. Our lunch was very welcome and the lovely and
very thoughtful gift is very much appreciated and will remind me of my time in
Southern Ireland. I am indebted to Lyndon Steele for taking over my pet
section, thanks Lyndon. Last but by no means least, to the exhibitors who
came from far and wide to show their cats, thank you for giving me the
opportunity to judge the many different breeds it was both a great experience
and pleasure.
SECTION 2
HIBERNIAN GRAND CHAMPION
HIBERNIAN GC TO McCLELLANDS Int GrCh NOYNAROCK FIONN MAC CUILL
(NFO ns 09 22) M (27.04.2017) Silver Classic Tabby & White. Mature looking
Norwegian Forest boy with a good triangular head shape high open and well
shaped ears, lovely eyes pale green and full of expression, looking right down
his almost straight nose to give him the perfect outline to his strong profile
nice even and tidy bite with a firm strong chin. An imposing body which is firm
and muscular having firm well boned legs ending in well rounded furry feet.
good length semi long haired quality double coat presented in very pleasing
overall condition boy of good substance with a long back rising slightly to his
longer back legs nice width to his shoulders, he handled well and was a
pleasure to judge.
HIBERNIAN GRAND PREMIER
HIBERNIAN GP TO WAGNERS Sup GrPr SILVERFERN FRENCH KISS (MCO n 03 22)
MN (22.03.2018) Brown Classic Tabby & White. At just over four and a half
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years of age this boy is truly well grown with a long and muscular body
sporting a fully plumed tail strong boning to limbs with large and furry paws he
looks quite magnificent, beautifully prepared he stood out and was a dream to
handle, showing an excellent tabby pattern with sparkling white, ears held high
and are a lovely shape with tufts at the very tips cheek bones give the head
width with a well formed nose of good length having a gentle curve at the
nasal bridge to create the ideal profile with a square muzzle and firm chin,
congratulations on becoming BEST IN SHOW well done to his proud owner.
GRAND 2C CHAMPION
GRAND TO STEINER-BROWNES Ch ISHCUS THYME TAOISEACH (MCO d 03 22)
M (22.02.2020) Red Classic Tabby & White. A big and very solid boy with nicely
positioned ears set quite high about one ears width apart and showing good
flare with lynx like tufts at the very tips, almost round eyes a bright gold in
colour slightly short profile with a wide nose broad square and very firm
muzzle plus a deep chin, his coat has a bright red tabby pattern and shows up
his white bib chest tummy and legs to great effect, long in the body and quite
muscular with strong sturdy legs and well rounded furry feet and a long fully
plumed tail, placid boy with a nice temperament.
AC BI-COLOUR OR MITTED RAGDOLL ADULT
CC & BOB TO CHRAPALAS RAGBEN LAND HELLEN (RAG n 03) F (07.04.2021)
Seal Bi-Colour. Sweet girl just on eighteen months of age she tipped the scales
to win this class with her darling facial expression and conforming to the
standard for the breed. Nicely shaped head which has a flat plane and neat
widely spaced ears showing the required slight forward tilt, well opened eyes
a brilliant blue almost round in shape medium length nose with a gentle dip in
profile, fullness to her muzzle and whisker pads are filling out along with her
cheeks to give a rounded lower face, firm deep chin and level bite nice
texture to her coat which is a good length and has the start of a ruff to frame
her head, a nice white even inverted ‘V’ to her face with deep seal to her mask
ears and tail, beautifully presented.
2nd CHRAPALAS RAGBEN LAND INESS (RAG n 04) F (08.04.2021) Seal Mitted.
Shy girl with a gentle nature also eighteen months of age and maturing up
really well of very good body size shape and weight she has quite a muscular
feel to her with an equally long fully furnished tapering tail, Flat plane to the
top of her head between slightly open but well placed ears brilliant blue eyes
large and expressive in an oblique setting, nose is a medium length and has a
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gentle dip in profile good rounding to her chin cheeks still to fully develop. A
light seasonal glow over her back contrasting to her deep seal points with a
pure white chin and neat white front mittens with white to the back legs still
some brindling to clear on her tail a dear to handle.
3rd PHELANS ROYALTYRAGDOLLS LILY (RAG n 03) F (04.09.2021) Seal Bi-Colour.
Almost fourteen months I like this little one a lot such a cutie pie but she has a
lot of growing up to do as at the moment she looks very much like a kitten
still. Head and body are quite compact her tail balances to the body length.
Good head shape ears are well set just a little open and obvious with nice
internal furnishings, deep blue eyes I would prefer larger for perfection, nice
profile although it is rather short but does show the required retrousse tip and
chin lines up, her cheeks are developing some width. Extremely good BiColour pattern she has an even inverted white ‘V’ to her face silky soft baby
coat very well groomed, shown in tip top condition.
NORWEGIAN FOREST ADULT
Considered for bob only
BOB McCLELLANDS Int GrCh NOYNAROCK FIONN MAC CUILL see above.
MAINE COON SILVER TABBY SERIES ADULT MALE
CC PAVLOVICS KARAKUM MICKEY (MCO ns 22) M (01.07.2021) Silver Classic
Tabby. Head shows good balance being slightly longer than the width ears set
high and flared with silvery furnishings, high set cheek bones and striking
facial features which include an ‘M’ on his forehead and lines running back
from the eyes which are full and round and oblique in set his muzzle is well
formed and square with a deep chin, he does however need more substance
and currently looks a little lean and lacking weight, his body is long and tail is a
good length all covered in a pleasing black pattern on a light silver base,
handled well.
2nd WAGNERS ISHCUS QUIET ASSASSIN (MCO ns 03 22) M (18.06.2019) Classic
Silver Tabby & White. Almost three and a half years old a strapping and
mature looking chap with a sizable body of very good weight and much
substance long and supple with an equally long and flowing tail, ears are tall
and open with long silvery furnishings the setting is about one ears width
apart, eyes a tad on the small side but a good bright colour in profile his nose
could be longer for perfection but the chin is strong and muzzle is firm and
square nice boy to handle as he is so friendly.
MAINE COON SILVER TABBY SERIES ADULT FEMALE
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CC & BOB BEZUTKINAS MIRACLECOON DIAMOND DREAM (MCO ds 22) F
(05.02.2021) Red Silver Classic Tabby girl who I think could be a red shaded
but have judged her as a classic, I could be wrong of course but food for
thought. Lovely rectangular body shape on this young female she has
proportionate limbs, the long full tail is very much a feature and almost
reaches to her shoulders, the head is maturing nicely with excellent tall upright
ears showing long tufts at the tips, bright pale green eyes full and round in an
oblique setting, moderate length nose with a shallow curve at the bridge
muzzle is square with a good chin, Coat is a good length and predominantly
silver with red, a poppet to handle.
MAINE COON RED TABBY SERIES ADULT MALE
CC SWIACKAS BLACKJAGUAR WHISKEY (MCO d 23) M (18.05.2021) Red
Mackerel Tabby. Coming up to eighteen months of age a big bonny boy of
much substance me thinks he likes his food! Coming together very nicely in
terms of body and head size all matching up with a medium length well ringed
tail, his ears are held high and taper to the furry tips bright clear eyes well
shaped and in a good setting, broad nose of uniform width having a good
profile with deep chin and firm boxy muzzle, Super rich red tabby the mackerel
pattern is very well defined on a semi long coat and is quite striking well
presented and groomed to a high standard sweet natured.
Considered for bob only
STEINER-BROWNES CH ISHCUS THYME YAOISEACH see above
MAINE COON RED TABBY SERIES FEMALE
CC & BOB WAGNERS UNICUM TESLA (MCO g 03 22) F (03.12.2020) Blue Tortie
Classic Tabby & White. This girl is blossoming into a really good example of the
breed so full of class and quality her head has the width at her high set cheek
bones with large well placed ears feathered and tufted at the tips, super
expressive light green eyes and pleasing profile showing the correct concave
curve to the nasal bridge, with ideal nose length her chin is adequate and
muzzle is an ideal square shape, Long body of good muscle and boning with a
well balanced tail, evenly patched coat shows tabby peeping through in places
particularly very well defined on her head where she has a defined ‘M’ on her
forehead, the white areas are bright and clean, a most attractive female.
AOC MAINE COON ADULT MALE
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CC SOBANSKA/DcDONAGHS VIGO WALLANDER (MCO ds) M (05.05.2021) Red
Smoke a very nervy boy who perhaps needs more handling to get him used to
the show scene, but of good overall type just over eighteen months so a lot of
maturing still to achieve but the basis are very much in place, ears are set high
and are a good shape with nice silvery ears tufts, even width to nose and in
profile he has a gentle curve to the nasal bridge complimented by a good chin
and his muzzle shows strength and is square, not showing much smoke effect
at present but the coat is a good length and has been well groomed.
AOC MAINE COON ADULT FEMALE
CC & BOB SOBANSKA/DcDONAGHS HANNA BLUE AURA (W 63) F (02.11.2021)
Odd Eyed White. Beautifully presented and in sparkling condition with a pure
white coat that left nothing wanting, it is difficult to appreciate the type on a
solid coloured cat especially a white one, but looking past the one basic colour
reveals at just a year old this girl has a charming and angelic expression still
needing to fill out a little more but the head shape is good with high set ears
well rounded odd eyes, she does have a slight taper down to a firm square
muzzle and chin and all balances well with her body which is rectangular in
shape and very feminine she stands well and has firm limbs, tail is long and
flowing, of good bone, handled beautifully.
2nd WAGNERS KIYARAS YALLA (MCO f) F (30.06.2020) Dominant Tortie. This
girl is very striking and ran the winner close in this class, very appealing with a
lovely coat of super mixed colours really well mingled throughout her body
right to the very tip of her tail, having a stylish head of medium length the
breadth just slightly less, ears are a good shape standing pert and upright good
eye colour just a little heavy on her brow, cheeks have width and muzzle is
quite square, body of good size showing plenty of length with a proportionate
fully plumed tail, another sweetie.
3rd SWIACKAS BLACKJAGUAR ZUMBA (MCO as 03) F (18.11.2021) Blue Smoke
& White. Sweet youngster who was a delight to handle, just over eleven
months and still very much a kitten in many ways and rather adolescent
looking at present, her head needs to lengthen and muzzle is rather rounded,
eyes are round and a good colour ears are fairly large and open and are nicely
furnished, her body is developing and is a good length with a well balanced tail
he does have good weight and beginning to get the substance required as she
matures, lovely natured and friendly.
AC BI-COLOUR OR MITTED RAGDOLL KITTEN MALE
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1ST & BOB LICZBERSKAS OROCOLATO HAITI (RAG n 03) M (02.05.2022) Seal BiColour. Super six month old kitty, just having the better type between these
two lovelies in this class. A very chunky and well built male having an
excellent wide flat top of head and large blue eyes his ears are neat and set
well apart separated by a true flat plane, good length to the nose with a
gentle dip present, level bite and firm strong chin with the bonus of a fully
rounded muzzle. Medium length body with a full bushy seal tail, lovely soft
baby coat with white extending through tummy area and down the legs a
white collar is just coming through nicely as his darkens on his back, the
presentation is first class on this kitty well done.
2nd PHELANS MY EPIC BLAIR (RAG a 03) M (02.05.2022) Blue Bi-Colour.
Another really lovely kitten same age as above, head of good overall length
and lovely shapely blue eyes, nice wide flat plane with ears sitting well apart
and fitting into the head contours nicely, though now needing to develop a
little more breadth around the muzzle and cheeks just to complete the fullness
required. Excellent bone and body size with well boned legs and well rounded
paws, very clear body with no visible signs of white patching over his back as
yet, neat and even inverted ‘V’ to his face with very pale clear blue to his mask
ears and tail which is quite full and a good length, lovely chap.
AC BI-COLOUR OR MITTED RAGDOLL KITTEN FEMALE
1ST LICZBERSKAS OROCOLATO IRIS (RAG a 03) F (02.06.2022) Blue Bi-Colour.
What a pretty female almost five months and in lovely condition she just
glowed good health very friendly and just wanted a cuddle, feminine head
shape but with good width to the flat plane separating the moderate and
shapely ears just a tad open at base but showing a forward tilt, round eyes of a
clear pleasing blue, she has a strong chin and level bite and plumping up nicely
in the cheeks, a gentle dip to the profile. Body medium in size she carries good
weight with a lengthy tail, well groomed baby soft coat, even white blaze to
her face with pale blue to mask ears and tail, gentle soul nice to handle.
MAINE COON BROWN/BLUE TABBY/ TABBY & WHITE KITTEN
1st & BOB STEINER-BROWNES FRIENDLYGHOSTS BIG BEAR (MCO n 22) M
(19.05.2022) Brown Classic Tabby. Handsome five month old having a
shapely head showing good length to breadth ratio supporting his large upright
ears which are set well apart feathered and tufted, oblique aperture and set to
his well shaped eyes, high set cheek bones muzzle firming up to a good square
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finish, long flowing tail lengthy body which carries good weight and muscle,
nicely presented coat showing a clear black classic pattern on a warm brown
background, temperament faultless.
MAINE COON SILVER TABBY SERIES KITTEN
1ST & BOB PAVLOVICS PANDORASPAWS BEBA (MCO ns 03 22) F (22.02.2022)
Silver Tabby & White. Growing into a promising youngster just on eight
months and already she shows a great deal of promise, lovely head type just
typically longer than its width with large wide based ears which sit high on her
head well opened showing tufting at the tips, nose of uniform width having an
ideal profile showing a shallow concave curve at the nasal bridge, silky soft
tabby patterned coat with snowy white areas, very well presented.
2nd WAGNERS FRIENDLYGHOST BASTET BELLATRIX (MCO ns 22) F (19.05.2022)
Silver Classic Tabby. Very sweet facial expression on this five month old kitty
the youngest in this class she has a super patterned coat black markings on a
light silver base with very detailed markings to her face and a fully ringed long
and flowing tail which matches the body for length, ears are large and taper to
small tufts at the very tips, round well set eyes bright and full of mischief,
uniform width to nose with a firm square muzzle and strong chin, so cute.
3rd PAVLOVICS PANDORASPAWS BONNIE (MCO ns 22) F (22.02.2022) Silver
Classic Tabby. Another eight month old kitten again well developed and
showing a long and developing body of good overall size and weight with an
equally long fully ringed tail, the head shows a pleasing general shape with
ears high set and well opened revealing long silvery furnishings, light green
eyes are full and round and of slightly oblique aperture and set good profile
with a deep chin and long whiskers, good coat for length and texture, well
groomed.
4th SWIACKAS BLACKJAGUAR CUPCAKE (MCO as 22) F (24.03.2022) Blue Silver
Classic Tabby. Seven months old she has a well structured body for her age
rectangular in shape with a good length tail which is long and almost reaches
to her shoulders, the pale pattern on the body is rather solid as is the tail but
facially there is plenty of detail with bars on the legs, ears set high and open
eyes are a good shape but look a little deep set, nose has a gentle curve in
profile muzzle tapers in slightly, shown in great condition.
MAINE COON RED TABBY SERIES KITTEN
1ST & BOB WAGNERS FRIENDLYGHOST CHAIYYA CHAIYYA (MCO g 22) F
(22.05.2022) Blue Tortie Classic Tabby. Super kitty of five months the more I
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see of this girl the more I like, lovely upright ears giving her the required alert
expression plus plenty of internal ears furnishings and lynx like tufts at the tips,
nice head width and length nose curves to give a good outline in profile, eyes
are round and expressive, muzzle square with a firm chin, super coat of a rich
dilute tortie mixture, well mingled throughout the body head and tail,
attractive girl.
AOC MAINE COON KITTEN MALE
1ST & BOB FRIZELLES FRIENDLYGHOST CASSINI (MCO d 03) MN (22.05.2022)
Red & White. Five months old and already looking quite impressive a
delightful chap with much to like about him, a bonny boy coming together with
body and head matching up nicely, beautifully furnished ears of good size a tad
wide set but very well furnished, eyes have a good oblique setting broad nose
of uniform width in profile it is a little straight with a very slight curve to the
bridge, but his high set cheek bones ensure he has just the right look of the
breed, muzzle is firm and square, rectangular body with along tail that tapers
to the tip, vivid red coat with pure white areas, well presented.
AOC MAINE COON KITTEN FEMALE
1ST SOBANSKA/McDONAGHS BLACKJAGUAR COCONUT (MCO ns 03) F
(24.03.2022) Black Smoke & White. Gentle and friendly female of seven
months I do think at present she needs to develop her cheeks to achieve the
facial balance required eyes are a good colour but are on the small side, ears
are open and high on her head with silvery furnishings, a weighty girl with
good boning to her limbs and large paws, good length tail with a shapely
lengthy body, her coat tends to lay flat tending to hide the black smoke effect,
nice white blaze to her face with white to bib chest tummy and legs, cutie pie.
MAINE COON BROWN/BLUE TABBY/TABBY & WHITE NEUTER
PC TURNERS ISHCUS THYME FOR YOU (MCO n 03 22) Brown Classic Tabby &
White. Huge well nourished lad I liked a lot, he has large well shaped ears wide
at base pointed at their tips with long lynx like tufts set widely apart on a
medium length head, round well set hazel eyes shallow curve to the nasal
bridge having a deep chin, high set cheek bones with good width to muzzle
which looks to be quite square, well muscled body of very good weight and
substance with well boned legs and large furry paws, striking black pattern
over his head boy and a fully ringed tail, delightful boy to handle and judge.
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Considered for bob only
BOB WAGNERS Sup GrPr SILVERFERN FRENCH KISS (MCO n 03 22) see above.
MISC CLASSES
BREEDERS MAINE COON ADULT
1ST BEZUTKINAS MIRACLECOON DIAMOND DREAM see above.
BREEDERS MAINE COON KITTEN
1ST WAGNERS FRIENDLYGHOST CHAIYYA CHAIYYA see above.
BREEDERS AOV SEMI-LONGHAIR KITTEN
1ST LICZBERSKAS OROCOLATO IRIS see above.
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